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1. INTRODUCTION  

 
Twitter is a micro-blogging and gregarious-networking 

accommodation, which is very popular today. More than 160 

million users around the world are utilizing it to remain 

gregariously connected to their friends, family members and co-

workers. As a micro-blogging accommodation, it sanctions users 

to utilize a short text within a constraint of 140 characters as 

their posts (additionally called tweets), but on November 7,2017, 

this inhibition was doubled for all languages except Japanese, 

Korean, and Chinese. Throughout the time, the community of 

users on Twitter has established a syntax for interaction with one 

another, which has become the standard syntax later officially 

adopted by its developers. Most major Twitter clients have 

implemented this standard syntax as well. The standards in the 

interaction syntax include: 

 

 

 

 

 

• Utilizer mentions: when a utilizer mentions other utilizer in 

their tweet, an at-sign is placed afore the corresponding 

username, e.g., You should all follow @username, she is always 

abreast of breaking news and intriguing stuff. 

 

• Replies: when a utilizer wants to direct to another utilizer, or 

reply to an earlier tweet, they place the @username mention at 

the commencement of the tweet, e.g., @username I accede with 

you. 

 

• Retweets: a retweet is considered a re-quota of a tweet posted 

by another utilizer, i.e., a retweet betokens the utilizer considers 

that the message in the tweet might be of interest to others. 

When a utilizer retweets, the incipient tweet copies the pristine 

one in it. Furthermore, the retweet affixes an RT and the 
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            Twitter has become one of the world’s favourite convivial networking hotspots in the past few years. However Twitter, 

unlike other gregarious media, is generally utilized by people for expressing their opinions/feelings about sundry topics. The 

earlier word limit of 140 characters which is doubled to 280 characters on NOVEMBER 2017, averts people from unwanted 

banter. However, it is this word limit that engenders an extraordinary potential for information extraction and subsequent 
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available data that encompasses public opinion and utilizing the potency of a gregarious network, it can be facilely tapped to 

engender consequential results. With a more preponderant buzz about a certain topic on Twitter, that topic is liable to become 

a TRENDING TOPIC. Twitter itself perpetually monitors its data and is able to presage what topics are liable to be trending 

sometime in the future. This is a daunting task, but one worthy of the effort. With the amount of Twitter traffic it may become a 

massive advertising ground and the same information can be utilized for sundry other purposes. Thus the authentic task is to be 

able to soothsay trending topics on Twitter. The underlying purport of the project is to solve the above verbalized quandary. 

Over the years a plethora of research has gone into it and different approaches have been utilized. Twitter itself utilizes a 

proprietary algorithm for trending topic detection. However, our approach is novel as we are first amassing the authentic time 

data across a utilizer location and then clustering that data into predefined classes/clusters such as Sports, Politics, Bollywood, 

Music, etc.  The relegated data will avail utilizer to be heedful of the current trends around them. The current information will 

be exhibited in utilizer amicable format i.e. in graphical form for utilizer to analyze in fraction of a second. 
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@username of the utilizer who posted the pristine tweet at the 

commencement of the retweet. For instance: if the utilizer 

@username posted the tweet Text of the pristine tweet, a retweet 

on that tweet would look this way: RT @username: Text of the 

pristine tweet. Moreover, retweets can further be retweeted by 

others, what engenders a retweet of caliber 2, e.g., RT 

@username2: RT @username: Text of the pristine tweet. 

Similarly, retweets can go deeper into 3rd level, 4th, and so 

forth. 

 

• Hashtags: kindred to tags on gregarious tagging systems or 

other gregarious networking systems, hashtags included in a 

tweet incline to group tweets in conversations or represent the 

main terms of the tweet, conventionally referred to topics or 

prevalent intrigues of a community. A hashtag is differentiated 

from the rest of the terms in the tweet in that it has a leading 

hash, e.g., #hashtag. 

 

There are many news events and topics discussed on Twitter. 

Some topics may get a lot attention and some may not. So, some 

time, we just want to ken what topics will become sultry on 

Twitter, and why it becomes sultry/ trending. Consequently, we 

require prognosticating the trend of topics and giving some 

explications for the consequential variation of trend. Relegation 

is a rudimentary task in current trend analysis, which is aim to 

relegate the topics which are propagating for the discussion. 

 

One of the main features on the homepage of Twitter shows a 

list of top terms soi-disant trending topics at all times. These 

terms reflect the topics that are being discussed most at the very 

moment on the site’s expeditious-flowing stream of tweets. In 

order to evade topics that are popular customarily (e.g., good 

morning or good night on certain times of the day), Twitter 

fixates on topics that are being discussed much more than 

conventional, i.e., topics that recently suffered an 

increase of avail, so that it trended for some reason. Trending 

topics have magnetized astronomically immense interest not 

only among the users themselves but additionally among other 

information consumers such as journalists, authentic-time 

application developers, and gregarious media researchers. Being 

able to ken the top conversations being discussed at a given time 

avails keep updated about current affairs, and discover the main 

concerns of the community. Twitter defines trending topics as 

“topics that are immediately popular, rather than topics that have 

been popular for a while or on a quotidian basis”3. However, no 

further evidence is kenned about the algorithm that extracts 

trending topics. It is surmised that the list is made up by terms 

that appear more frequently in the most recent stream of tweets 

than the conventional expected. 

A trending topic is made up by the topic itself –i.e., the term or 

phrase that became a trend–, and a stream of tweets containing 

that topic.  

 

In this work, we are not relying on trending topics as provided 

by Twitter through its API, rather we are fetching tweets of a 

particular region or location  and then relegating those tweets 

and from this relegation identifying what is in trend. 

 

2. RELATED  WORK 

 
The main conception behind making this paper emanates from 

surveying sundry IEEE papers. All the surveyed papers had 

some mundane features cognate to our paper some in terms of 

technology and some in terms of utilization. The main objective 

of our paper is to design an application which would provide an 

efficacious and more facile way to analyze what is in trend 

around a utilizer. 

Traditionally, researches about trends analysis of topics mainly 

fixate on emerging trends detection (ETD). An emerging trend is 

a topic area that is growing in interest and utility over time. For 

example, Extensible Markup Language (XML) emerged as a 

trend in 1990s. Porter et. al. proposed an emerging trends 

detection system called Technology Opportunities Analysis 

System(TOA) in 1995, which illustrates the range of information 

profiles possible by examining research and development 

publications and patents. There are additionally other emerging 

trends detection systems, like Timeminner, Patent Minner, 

HDDI and so on. These methods all endeavored to find the 

emerging trends in the text database and visualize the evolution 

of topics. 

 

All the researches about ETD mainly fixate on the evolution of 

topics or long-term changes of trends. However, our works 

fixate on the variation of trends. We optate to ascertain whai is 

currently going on across a utilizer location so that he/she could 

ken what people are intrigued with and what they are mostly 

verbalizing about. Our paper provides the most popular topics 

which are currently in discussion. It provides the information 

predicated on geographical region, it categorizes the tweets 

predicated on its semantic from region to region. 

 
Sriram et al. [1] relegated tweets to a predefined set of generic 

classes such as news, events, opinions, deals, and private 

messages predicated on author information and domain specific 

features extracted from tweets such as presence of minimizing of 

words and slangs, time-event phrases, opinionated words, 

accentuation on words, currency and percentage signs, 

“@username” at the commencement of the tweet, and 

“@username” within the tweet. 

 

Genc et al. [2] introduced a wikipedia-predicated relegation 

technique. The authors relegated tweets by mapping message 

into their most homogeneous Wikipedia pages and calculating 

semantic distances between messages predicated on the 

distances between their most proximate wikipedia pages. 

 

Kinsella et al. [3] included metadata from external hyperlinks for 

topic relegation on a convivial media dataset. Whereas all these 

anterior works utilize the characteristics of tweet texts or meta-

information from other information sources, our network-

predicated classifier uses topic categorical convivial network 

information to find homogeneous topics, and uses categories of 

kindred topics to categorize the target topic. 

 

Sankaranarayanan et al. [4] have built a news processing system 

that identifies the tweets corresponding to tardy breaking news. 

Issues addressed in their work include abstracting the noise, 

determining tweet cluster of interest utilizing online methods, 

and identifying germane locations associated with the tweets. 

 

Yerva et al. [5] relegate tweet messages to identify whether they 

are cognate to a company or not utilizing company profiles that 

are engendered semi-automatically from external web sources. 

Whereas all these precedent works relegate tweets or short text 

messages into 2 classes, our work relegate tweets into 18 general 

classes such as sports, technology, politics, etc. 
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Becker et al. [6] explored approaches for distinguishing tweet 

messages between messages about authentic-world events and 

non-event messages. The authors utilized an online clustering 

technique to group topically kindred tweets together, and 

computed features that can be acclimated to train a classifier to 

distinguish between event and non-event clusters. 

 

There has been an abundance of research in sentiment relegation 

of short text messages. Go et al. [7] introduced a approach for 

automatically relegating sentiment of tweets with emoticons 

utilizing distant supervised learning. 

 

Pang et al. [8] relegated movie reviews determining whether a 

review is positive or negative. But none of these relegate twitter 

trending topics. 

 

 

3. PROPOSED  SYSTEM  

 
The main objective abaft this paper is to design an application 

which would provide an efficacious and more facile way for 

utilizer to ken about the current affairs around them. 

 

By making utilization of this application, the utilizer can probe 

about anything by culling the numerous options from the drop 

box that includes different categories like politics, sports, music, 

religion, bollywood, etc.  For e.g. If a utilizer culls politics as an 

option, then utilizer will get the information about what are 

people taking about politics around them. - verbalize in India 

what Narendra Modi is up to ? Has he forsaken the 

demonetization rule or he has opted to perpetuate with it. All 

such information will be pertinent for the utilizer in case he has 

entered in an incipient city and is nescient of his circumventions. 

 

In the proposed paper, we will retrieve tweets from twitter using 

twitter API based on the query by passing users current location 

(latitude, longitude, diameter). The collected tweet messages 

could be unpredictably noisy. To reduce the amount of noise 

before the further task is executed, the data collected through the 

API from users location is subjected to pre-processing steps. 

 

Tokenization: In a post, terms can be coalesced with any 

scarcely punctuation and hyphenation and can contain 

abbreviations, typos, or conventional word variations. We utilize 

the Tokenizer implement  to extract bags of cleaner terms  from 

the pristine messages by abstracting stop words and punctuation, 

compressing redundant character repetitions, and abstracting 

mentions, i.e., IDs or names of other users included in the text 

for messaging purposes. 

 

 We will then apply the supervised algorithm on the 

preprocessed data. The results of the algorithms i.e. the cluster 

of tweets belonging to one category will be represented in 

graphical manner (pie charts/bar charts). The proposed system is 

more effective than the existing one. This is because we will be 

able to know how the statistics determined from the 

representation of the result can have an impact in a particular 

field. 

 

 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

We have proposed an approach to classify tweets into general 

but important categories by using the supervised algorithms. 

With such a system, users can see what is going around him/her, 

what people are interested in and what they are talking about. 

Our approach provides a baseline to classify tweets with a better 

accuracy. However, noisier data may degrade the performance 

of the proposed approach; hence noise removal techniques are 

necessary in such cases. 

. 
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